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The Cyber-World of Greanwold and the Minosaurs 
 

 
 



The Greanwold World Minosaur 

Globe, the product and how it 

interacts with the virtual Greanwold 

World Minosaur Globe on the website 

Samples of the Minosaur Globe Product 



Greanwold’s World Interface 



On the Home Page, kids (with their parents permission and credit card) chose 
a Minosaur Globe from the selection available seen in the box at the right 
top of the Home Page. Initially there will be 6 countries to chose from, and a 
boy or a girl from each of the 6 countries.  The child scrolls through the 
selection in this box and clicks on the one desired which takes them to the 
Greanwold Online Shop  where it is purchased with the parents credit card. 
 
Once the child receive the Minosaur Globe, he / she registers the Globe 
online using the registration / membership number  that comes with the 2GB 
Flash Card 



Minosaur Globe includes the following; 

Minosaur Globe and 
Minosaur Friend 



Greanwold’s World Night 
Shirt (One size fits all) 

Collecting Pin. One of 196 

Membership Badge 
and Number 

One Year Pre-paid 2GB 
Membership Card 

Wristlet for Boys 

Necklace for Girls 

Handheld Game 
Player with 4 
Preloaded Games 



Minosaur Globe Interface After Registration 



When the child registers, this the interface on the previous 
page appears and then the door on the virtual Minosaur Globe 
opens. (Following page) The child’s  avatar then can enter and 
begin building both the home / world inside the globe and also 
begin helping rebuild the Minosaur World outside the globe 
including growing gardens, planting trees, etc, etc. 

The Globes / Homes are located in the devastated world of the Minosaurs. 
Outside the Globe / home, the kids will create gardens, forests, parks and 
businesses to rebuild Nogardland. Inside the Globe / Homes, the kids can 
build whatever kind of place they want to live in, limited only by their 
imagination. 
 
The child clicks on the door on the virtual Minosaur Globe and enters a 
magical world that is as small or as large as the child’s imagination. With the 
Minosaur Friends avatar, the child creates his / her own world inside the 
globe. The world inside the globe can be anything the child wants selecting 
anything from the scenes provided. 







The space inside the virtual Minosaur Globe is unlimited. The 
child can create a universe, a room, a series of rooms. He / she 
can invite friends over. The child can either earn G-bucks to 
buy all the stuff necessary to build what they want to create or 
can buy the stuff using the parents credit card. Parents can 
pre-set a weekly or monthly amount the child can spend. 



The outside of the Minosaur Globe is the devastated world of the Minosaurs that 
the children will work cooperatively in rebuilding while at the same time, planting 
gardens, trees, making a business and growing their online presence. 



(This is a summary 
of the planning for 
the globes. More 
details are to 
follow.) 
 
Children who 
become Greanwold 
members through 
buying the 
Greanwold’s World 
Minosaur Globe 
will become part of 
the Greanwold’s 
World PenPal 
Network.  
(GreanPal) 

Here, children from around the world will communicate with each other, learn the 
customs of other countries,  





Greanwold World members can choose to help kids in poor countries through the 
Greanwold Foundation for Kids Worldwide and in doing some, hopefully learn 
more about the world they are growing up in and what has to be done to help 
nurture Planet Earth so it is still around by the time the kids reach adulthood. 





Part of the Greanwold’s World Minosaur Globe is 196 collecting 

pins. Each pin has a flag of Canada and a flag of one of the other 196 

countries. 

A child who collects all 196 pins qualifies for a big reward. (Details 

to be finalized) 

 

Perhaps a 4 day vacation in Disneyworld or something along those 

lines. We have to ensure the pins are monetized so we have more 

than enough profit from each child who collects the 196 pins to 

justify the reward. 

 

We would also have a “special pin”, a limited quantity that make 

them very collectible. More thought has to go into this idea.  


